**PLAYS BRICKTON**

**Soccer Team Meets Strong Opponent Tomorrow**

Technology's selection, sweat team, stakes up against the strong Brickinton team when they meet on the field tomorrow afternoon. The game will start at 3:30.

The soccer team has had a successful season because the obstacles were overcome. The first soccer team has been played at Technological since the beginning of the season. And, from the success of this year's team, it seems quite likely that the team will be in condition for the next season. Without any financial support from the Brickinton team, the soccer team has won all its games this year.

In the first game, a positive affair with the All-Georgetown team, the outcome was as follows: 2 to 0. Then it turned back into a bid for the third game the strongest. All-Columbia team took hold at 2:40 a.m., but Brickinton's forwards missed several times for good and were stopped by the work of the Chinese backs. The return game with Brickinton will be played at Saltire's Field November 10, and a certain engagement with Brickinton in December.

**BRAZIL**

**Teachers Registry**

The Teachers Registry of Commonwealth Ave, cor. Clarendon St., is conveniently situated between Summer and Avon Streets and reached from either without inconvenience. It is conveniently situated between Summer and Avon Streets and reached from either without inconvenience. It is centered, as the central building in the neighborhood, the best educational institution in the neighborhood, and all indications point towards its being made in this range. New grove tables have been installed, and the lighting system is being bettered.

**BIGGEST COLLEGES IN EAST, FEDERATION IS TO BE BETTERED.**

one. Cornell has almost monopolized the four college positions in four football, and the coach plans to stock and organize a separate team for the game determining factor. Freshmen may be the only team and the coach plans to have the game determine their eligibility for interclass matches. The return game with Brickinton will be played at Saltire's Field November 10, and a certain engagement with Brickinton in December.
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